Welcome to East Lothian and Midlothian Public Protection Committee’s (EMPPC’s) latest staff
newsletter.
We hope you’ll find it interesting and informative!
Our articles contain hyperlinks to connect you with current online resources and training.

This is our second newsletter for staff working across East Lothian and Midlothian. We
asked you for some feedback on our first newsletter – thank you to those who responded.
We had some very positive feedback from staff who said that this newsletter is a good
way to learn more about our Public Protection Committee, its work and how that impacts
on your work. Please do send it on to your colleagues and if you have any suggestions for
future newsletters, you can email us at emppo@eastlothian.gov.uk.
The EMPPC addresses all aspects of Public Protection including Adult Support and
Protection, Child Protection, Violence against Women and Girls and the Multi-agency
Public Protection Arrangements (MAPPA) for service users in East Lothian and Midlothian.

Staff care – self care

Working within Public Protection is a highly complex and
challenging arena. Our health and well-being is essential to
enhancing our ability to engage in relationships that promote
resilience and protection. The development of secondary
traumatic stress, vicarious trauma, compassion fatigue and
burnout are recognised as common occupational hazards,
however, these can be resolved successfully with regular selfcare practices and/or professional support should staff
experience them. This helpful guide called Vicarious Trauma
and Secondary Stress provides staff and managers with
information and strategies for assessing and addressing staff
support and well-being. For other supports, check out your
organisation’s staff internet sites for details of your Employee
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Assistance Programmes.

Meet the Committee

Every edition we will introduce you
to our EMPPC members…

In this edition…

David (Davy) Girrity is our Scottish Fire
and Rescue Service representative on the
EMPPC. Hear more from Davy about his
role: “I am the Prevention and
Protection Group Commander working
within Mid/East Lothian and the Scottish
Borders. I have been a member of the
EMPPC since 2017. The Scottish Fire and
Rescue Service (SFRS) works closely with
other Public Protection statutory
partners to identify and support those
most vulnerable within our communities.
Our responsibilities are discharged in
several ways, from local firefighters
identifying vulnerable individuals and
referring to partners, to our Senior
managers taking part in Case
Conferences to discuss how we reduce
risk, learn lessons to inform future
practice and ultimately improve the
Public Protection services we collectively
provide”
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Performance and Quality Improvement Sub-group
The Performance and Quality
Improvement Sub-group
(P&QI) is one of the subgroups of EMPPC. It is
chaired by Joan Tranent,
Chief Social Work Officer and
Chief Operating Officer for
Children’s Services,
Communities and
Partnerships, Midlothian
Council.

“Without data, you’re just another person with an opinion”
(W Edwards Deming, a leading American thinker on quality management and improvement)
Robust and systematic performance management
and quality assurance arrangements across all
relevant services are essential in order to provide
our Public Protection Committee with the
information it needs to provide leadership and
strategic oversight of Public Protection activity and
performance across East Lothian and Midlothian.
This helps partners to monitor how well the range
of services are doing and to identify those areas
where resources are inefficient or where
improvement is required.

Child Protection, Adult Protection, Violence Against
Women and Girls, Drugs and Alcohol, Scottish Fire
and Rescue Home Fire Safety Visits and MAPPA.
For example, we look at the number of referrals,
Inter-agency Referral Discussions, Children on the
Child Protection Register, Adult Support and
Protection Duty to Inquires; we also look at whether
timescales for key processes have been met.
Joan Tranent, Chair of our P&QI Sub-group says,
“One of the benefits of having a Public Protection
Committee is that we can look at a variety of data
and performance information across the range of
Our Performance and Quality improvement Subservice provision for children and adults requiring
group is responsible for the oversight of the
protection. In recent months, we have been making
performance management and quality
some improvements to how we present the data,
improvement across all strands of Public Protection using graphs and charts, rather than tables of
in East Lothian and Midlothian. The P&QI group is
numbers, to make our data easier to read and
made up of representatives from different services
interpret. It can be a real challenge to look at more
across East and Mid, and our Lead Officers, who
than just process and throughput, so we are
come together to review data and performance
currently reviewing some of our performance
information to help us identify themes and trends to measures to seek to improve how we measure and
inform areas for practice improvement and learning assess the impact and outcome of our work”.
and development. It meets on a quarterly basis to
Overleaf are some examples of the data we look at in
look at performance information and data about
the P&QI Sub-group and report to the Public
Protection Committee.
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Performance and Quality Improvement Sub-group
Here are some examples of the type of data we look at every quarter.

VAWG03 - Number of victims referred to Marac
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“You can’t manage what you don’t measure”
(W Edwards Deming, a leading American thinker on quality management and improvement)
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Adult Support and Protection
Learning about skin breakdown – App for Social Service workers

Skin breakdown, which
includes pressure ulcers
(sores) and moisture lesions,
are injuries that can occur in
people who are being
supported by social services.
If not identified and treated
early, skin breakdown can
quickly develop into serious
injuries that can be very
painful, difficult to treat and
have a high risk of infection
that could lead to sepsis.
The Scottish Social Services
Council (SSC) has developed
an app to help social service
workers identify potential
breakdown on people they
support. Skin breakdown
must only be diagnosed by
health professionals, but it is
important that care at home
workers, social workers,
community care workers and
other staff regularly visiting
someone at home are alert
to the:
• risk factors, the signs and
symptoms - mobility and
other issues affecting
circulation,
• the common locations of
skin breakdown;

• how to manage skin
breakdown; and
• why it is important to
report any concerns so
that they can be
investigated by a medical
professional as soon as
possible.
Use the link here to
download the free app Skin
Breakdown App. Always
speak to your manager if you
are worried about someone
who you think is at risk of
skin breakdown.

Although an English case, the
following case study on the
SCIE website provides
important learning about the
way in which professionals
can best work together to
protect adults at risk MCA
case study - 79 year old
woman
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Adult Support and Protection

Anticipatory grief
NHS Education for Scotland has launched a new animation on anticipatory grief.
Anticipatory, or 'living' grief, is when someone experiences feelings of loss before a
person dies – possibly long before the actual time of death. This video highlights how
health and social care professionals can recognise & support those experiencing
anticipatory grief. Here is the link to the NHS animation.
For more information about the symptoms and how anticipatory grief differs from
grief after death, read more here Anticipatory Grief: Symptoms and Purpose
(verywellhealth.com)

Suicide and Public Protection
Suicide can be a public protection issue. Sometimes things like mental health
issues, physical harm, sexual harm etc. can lower an individual’s resilience and
make them think of suicide. Staff working with people at risk need to be
trained to support them. Suicide prevention training helps you to identify
when suicidal thoughts are present and what to do to help. Restrictions
permitting, some training will be face to face and some on line.

For information about suicide
prevention training please contact:
For East Lothian, Brian Glass on
brian@changeschp.org.uk or click on
Changes Training
For Midlothian, Simon Miller on
Simon.Miller@health-in-mind.org.uk
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Adult Support and Protection
What has capacity got to do with Adult Protection?
Social Workers with specialist
training in The Adult Support and
Protection (Scotland) Act 2007 are
called ‘Council Officers’. They assess
whether adults (defined in the Act
as aged 16+) meet the legal
definition for Adult Protection. This
involves an assessment of whether
the adult meets what is referred to
as the ‘three point test’. This defines
adults at risk as those who:
(a) are unable to safeguard their
own well-being, property, rights or
other interests,
(b) are at risk of harm, and
(c) because they are affected by
disability, mental disorder, illness or
physical or mental infirmity, are
more vulnerable to being harmed
than adults who are not so affected.

of domestic abuse) which leaves
them unable to protect themselves
from risk.

Decision making capacity is not
mentioned in the three-point test,
because the Act was designed to
include people who have capacity
but who are still at risk of harm, due
to a health vulnerability. This can
include situations where people are
affected by trauma (e.g. in situations

Everyone coming into contact with
adults in their work has a
responsibility to learn more about
Adult Protection. Check out our
training calendar for our quarterly
training on Roles and
Responsibilities in Adult Protection.

An adult can have full decisionmaking capacity but still meet the
definition of an adult at risk of harm.
This could include situations where
someone else is taking advantage of
their health vulnerability by
manipulating them or putting undue
pressure on them in a way that
creates risk of harm. They may be
able to make some decisions but not
others, and the assessment needs to
consider the different aspects of
decision making. It is a complex
assessment, which ultimately is
designed to ensure those who need
support and protection get it. To
assess whether the adult meets the
The assessment involves
three-point test, Council Officers will
ascertaining whether the adult has a undertake an assessment called a
health issue that makes them unable Duty to Inquire, involving a range of
to protect themselves from risk of
tasks such as reviewing files,
harm. This could be a physical
checking out information with other
and/or mental health problem. The professionals and possibly
risk of harm can be coming from
interviewing the adult to inform
someone else or self-neglect.
their assessment.
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Adult Support and Protection
The standards apply across all
health and social care services.
They describe what people,
irrespective of age or ability,
should experience when using a
care service, as we are all
entitled to the same highquality care and support.
There is a growing commitment to focusing on personal outcomes for people
who experience care. This means services have to record and measure ‘what
matters’ to a person in order to demonstrate how they are meeting their
personal outcomes.
Health and Social Care Standard
1.15 My personal plan (sometimes referred to as a care plan) is right for me
because it sets out how my health needs will be met, as well as my wishes and
choices.

The Care Inspectorate have published a Guide for providers on personal
planning: Adults. The aim of the guide is to support managers and staff in
services to develop and improve how personal plans for adults are
undertaken. It has been developed collaboratively by colleagues within the
Care Inspectorate adult’s inspection teams. National policy, legislation,
evidence-based practice and real-life examples of people experiencing care
have underpinned the development of the guide. This guide is for managers
and their staff to help improve how personal planning is undertaken. It will
also help inspectors to evaluate personal plans in a more consistent way
during scrutiny and improvement work.
The guide emphasises the following three principles as important in
underpinning personal planning:

Being included
Promoting positive outcomes
Learning for improvement
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Child Protection
Child sexual abuse signs and indicators template
Research indicates that just one in three children who
had been sexually abused by an adult told anyone. For
those abused by another child this was even less,
with five out of six not speaking to anyone…
The CSA Centre’s new Signs and Indicators Template helps
professionals address this. It is vital that professionals have
the knowledge, skills and confidence to recognise when
children might be showing them that something is wrong,
as well as the potential indicators of sexually abusive
behaviour in those who may be abusing them. In addition,
there are some factors within the family or environment
which can increase opportunities for abuse to occur,
understanding what these are will enable us to reduce
risks and build strengths when we are concerned.

Download the Signs
and Indicators
Template here,
along with
explanatory notes.

Professionals are able to note what they have observed
directly into the template, using practical evidence-based
guidance. The template is designed to provide a common
language amongst professionals to discuss, record and
share concerns that a child is being, or has been sexually
abused.

Child Protection Procedures Update
Alongside West Lothian, Scottish Borders and City of
Edinburgh, we have now started work with an independent
writer to commence work on the revision of the Pan-Lothian
Inter-agency Child Protection Procedures. Over the next six
months we will be developing new Child Protection
Procedures for staff working in the five local authority areas.
In the meantime, staff should continue to work with the
current 2014 Inter-Agency Child Protection Procedures for
Edinburgh and the Lothians. Manager briefings will be coming
soon. In the meantime, here is the link to the National
Guidance for Child Protection in Scotland 2021
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Child Protection
“Children growing up in poverty are over-represented on
the child protection register and are more likely to be
removed from their families...”
(The Promise, page 17)
The Joseph Rowntree Foundation report Poverty in
Scotland 2021 highlights that 250,000 of Scotland’s
Children are trapped in Poverty. The impact of COVID
alongside fuel and supermarket price increases have
exasperated this further and we are starting to see more
referrals into social work services for financial assistance
locally. We also need to recognise that woman and
children who experience domestic abuse are at a very high
risk of poverty.
The National Guidance for Child Protection in Scotland
2021 acknowledges that whist we know most families
experiencing poverty provide safe and loving homes, we
also need to be aware that poverty can accelerate neglect
and risk of other harms and we must understand how it
intersects with other stressors (page 133).
Read more about families’ experiences of Poverty and
Services in Scotland in the Includem Voices Report to gain
an understanding of how poverty can affects families’ lives
and wellbeing – what works and what doesn’t work.

Key finding:
In engaging families in child welfare services, there is a
need to invest in skilled, sustained support, with a balance
of relationship-based work alongside assessment and
management of risk. This balance is currently missing in the
shift to assessing the fitness of parents/ carers, away from a
culture of co-operation that could supports families to
address emerging challenges. This balance is key to keeping
families together and thriving, and maintaining trust in
10
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Child Protection
The Scottish Child Interview Model – A new
approach to Joint Investigative Interviews
The new approach to Joint Investigative Interviews will commence in March across
East Lothian, Midlothian and Scottish Borders.
The new Scottish Child Interview Model (SCIM) aims to improve the quality of
experience of child victims and witnesses, minimise re-traumatisation and to
improve the quality of evidence gathering during interview to avoid children having
to give evidence in person as part of court or children’s hearing processes.
Like the previous model, the interviews will be carried out by Social Workers and
Police. Locally our dedicated Social Workers and Police are currently undertaking a
comprehensive accredited Scottish Child Interview Model training programme.
By improving how we interview children, the interviews will be more child centred
and we will be more able to gather the information we need to better protect the
child.
The model has been developed by a national team over the past two years and is
now being embedded nationally into practice.
For further information on the model,
emerging learning from the test sites,
insights from children and
interviewers, and Newsletters here is
the link to the Cosla website

A ‘new normal’ Snapshot report on the needs of children and
young people since full-time return to education in August
2021
Barnardo’s has published findings from a survey of Barnardo’s
school-based practitioners in Scotland about the wellbeing of
young people. Findings from the 49 Barnardo’s practitioners
who responded to the survey include:
• 94% felt that children and young people have more worries
now than before the pandemic
• 63% of staff identifying anxiety as the most significant
wellbeing issue affecting children and young people
• 78% of staff didn’t believe that children and young people
have access to the appropriate supports to address their
11
mental health needs.
Read more here

Child Protection

“Although families are made
up of individuals, each
member's challenges and
successes are interdependent.
The Whole Family Approach is
a family-led strategy which
provides adults and children
with the tools to set, plan for,
and achieve their goals
together. When the whole
family works together to
support each other's goals,
long-term change, stability and
well-being become a reality.
The Whole Family Approach is
preventive rather than crisisdriven”

The Scottish Government has published the Whole
Families Approach framework, Families Affected by Drug
and Alcohol Use in Scotland: A Framework for Holistic
Whole Family Approaches and Family Inclusive Practice.
This framework will ensure that family members receive
support in their own right, and collectively as a family, to
recover from the harms caused by alcohol and drug use.
This paper provides a set of recommendations for local
partners to help meet the holistic needs of all family
members affected by alcohol and drug related harms.
These recommendations, summarised in Section 11, are
based on evidence, the views and experiences of a
range of family members gathered through the "Ask the
Family" engagement which is detailed in Annex
A, existing examples of good practice, the current
context of support for families and the current
challenges commissioners and practitioners experience
across Scotland.
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Violence Against Women and Girls
16 days of activism 2021
Our local 16 Days of Activism campaign against VAWG in
the context of Covid focused on Police led engagement
events in public spaces and a social and print media
campaign. It was great to see so many 16 Days articles
in the local press, in the two Councils’ internal
communications, and to see people across services using
the MS Teams backgrounds when in virtual meetings.
The theme was #whatwillyoudo – asking individuals to
make a pledge for change - see some of the EMPPC
members’ pledges below. We will produce a separate
newsletter on our 16 days activities.

The Scottish Government and
COSLA hosted the national 16 days
summit on 10th December, bringing
together leaders from public
bodies and organisations across
Scotland to strengthen
On 30th November Midlothian Council Cabinet approved commitment to the next phase of
the national Equally Safe Strategy.
a ground-breaking Equally Safe Housing and Homeless
Watch this 7 minute video from the
Policy. The policy states “We will provide a proactive
event Violence Against Women:
housing response to all who have experienced gender
The Shadow Pandemic – Learning
based violence” and the 14 objectives start with a
commitment to deliver Scotland’s Equally Safe strategy. and Reflections from Partners
across Scotland.
For more information, contact Housing Manager
simon.bain@midlothian.gov.uk

DCI Keith Mackay, Chair of the
VAWG Delivery Group pledged
that his officers will take all
reports of honour based abuse
seriously, see complainers
immediately and on their own,
respect the wishes of
complainers and reassure them
and establish a safe means of
contact

Julie Watson, EMPPC Third Sector Judith Tait, Chair of the Offender
Representative pledged to
Management Group pledged to
campaign for adequate,
ensure that her organisation
sustainable funding to ensure
embeds Equally Safe in their
that all women, children and
strategic objectives, policies and
young people who have been
practice.
subjected to abuse can access
specialist local support when they
need it, in the way they need it
and for however long they need it

Anne Neilson, Chair of EMPPC
pledged to ensure that EMPPC
keeps raising the profile of gender
based violence.
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Violence Against Women and Girls
New Campaign from
Police Scotland
Watch the Campaign
advert here.

THAT GUY is a new campaign from Police Scotland
that aims to reduce rape, serious sexual assault and
harassment by having frank conversations with men
about male sexual entitlement. The Campaign says,

There are lots of good
articles in the campaign
website here That Guy
(that-guy.co.uk)

“We want women to feel safer. We want women to be
free to live their lives without having to worry about
what men say or do. Women should be able to go
about their daily lives without worrying about being
sexually harassed, assaulted or raped. But for far too
many women that’s not the case.
Men: we can make a real difference by taking a hard
look at our attitudes and behaviour, at home, at work
and socialising with our mates. As men, we need to
stop contributing to a culture that targets, minimises,
demeans and brutalises women. We need to talk
openly to our male friends and relatives about
behaviour that’s damaging to women and puts men at
risk of offending”.
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Violence Against Women and Girls
Equally Safe at Work
Midlothian Council is one of four Scottish Local Authorities who have an Equally
Safe at Work accreditation. Midlothian Council is now working towards Equally
Safe at Work silver accreditation led by Dawn Farquhar, HR Manager . ‘Equally Safe
at Work is an innovative employer accreditation developed by Close the Gap that
supports Scottish local authorities progress gender equality in the workplace and
prevent violence against women. Becoming a silver accredited employer enables
councils to further develop their work on gender equality and make meaningful
change for all employees in the council. As part of the silver accreditation, councils
are required to build on the work of the bronze tier and collect intersectional
employee data, improve flexible working practice, improve communication with
staff and build capacity on violence against women.’
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Violence Against Women and Girls
Marac Self-Assessment
We told you about Marac in our first newsletter. A
Multi-Agency Risk Assessment Conference (Marac)
is a local meeting where representatives from
statutory and non-statutory agencies meet to
discuss individuals at high risk of serious harm or
murder as a result of domestic abuse. We carried
out our MARAC first self-assessment as part of a
Scottish pilot earlier this year.
The self-assessment was based on SafeLives 10
Principles for effective MARAC and identified areas
of good practice, areas for improvement and
improvement actions for 2022. EMPPC signed off
the Marac self-assessment report on 14th December
and we aim to complete the improvement actions
over the course of 2022.

Check out ERCC’s new resources:
• A conversation with a young survivor on the issue of sexual harassment in
schools in this Sexual Violence in Schools podcast

• Black History Month Black History Month podcast
The Advocacy Service provides independent support and information for those
navigating Police and Court processes following sexual violence. Information on
the service has been translated into a number of community languages –
available through this link.
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Spotlight on Safer Internet Day 2022

Why should we be concerned about online harm?
The rapid growth of social media over the last decade has established an entirely new
medium for human interaction. As we increasingly turned to online means of keeping
connected with families, school and work during the pandemic, the risks of online harm
were exacerbated. Here you can read a bit more about the local context and find some
useful resources for children and young people, parents/carers and professionals.
What is the local picture of online sexual offending?
In 2021, across East Lothian and Midlothian, Police received reports of just under 400
sexual crimes committed through cyber space (this is wider than ‘online harm’ and
includes via apps, internet and text messaging). There has been an increase in
‘sextortion’ type crimes (involving the threat of having sexual information, images or clips
shared) of adults, and young people being the victims of online sexual offences. This is
the tip of the iceberg, as many crimes are unsighted and cybercrime is unreported.
Read more about sextortion on the Police Scotland website.
What about the wider picture?
There are an estimated 500,000 online predators active each day (Child Crime Prevention
and Safety Center). Websites that are accessible to internet users in the UK are not
necessarily hosted in the UK, but could be located anywhere in the world. The Internet
Watch Foundation (IWF) works with 170 internet and tech industries and global law
enforcement, to stop the repeated victimisation of people abused in childhood and make
the internet a safer place, by identifying and removing global online child sexual abuse
imagery. Since 2003, less than 1% of criminal content is hosted in the UK.
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Spotlight on Safer Internet Day 2022

In 2020, the IWF assessed a webpage every two minutes for online harm, and every
three minutes, that webpage showed a child being sexually abused. Their latest annual
report (April 2021) shows the growing risk children face online, particularly girls aged 1113, being targeted by criminal sex predators. We know that lockdown has exacerbated
this further.
Is online harm a risk to children and adults in Scotland?
Find out more in this four minute read from CyberSpace Scotland
Online harm and prosecution
The Crown Office has published their Guidance on cases involving Communications sent
via Social Media. They emphasise “A robust approach is and will continue to be taken in
Scotland to communications posted via social media if they are criminal in content in the
same way as such communications uttered or published in the non-virtual world would
be handled”.
Where can I access helpful resources for working with children
and families who are at risk of online harm?
• Iriss has lots of resources for supporting adults at risk
• Childnet is a UK-based charity who empower children, young
people, and those who support them in their online lives.
They have lots of resources on their website. Their guide
Staying Safe Online provides practical strategies for teachers
and parents on how best to support all children and young
people online, including those who identify as LGBT.
• Young Scot digi-know has great resources for young people
on how to keep themselves and their data safe online – on
twitter, tiktok, Instagram, twitter and Facebook.
• The NSPCC has useful information for professionals on Social
media and online safety
• The UK Safer Internet Centre co-ordinates Safer Internet Day.
It covers a wide range of online issues, resources and free
training events for parents, carers and professionals Check
out their training Events - UK Safer Internet Centre
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What would you like to see in our next newsletter? Would you
like to contribute to it?
If so, please get in touch with us at emppo@eastlothian.gov.uk
Follow us on

@EMPPC1

Contact us
Here are our Lead Officers’ email addresses. They support the work of
the EMPPC and you can contact them for more information about
anything in this newsletter, or about their role:
Alan Laughland Adult Protection Lead Officer
alaughland@elothianmail.net
Eileen Marnoch Child Protection Lead Officer
emarnoch@elothianmail.net
Veronica Campanile Violence Against Women and Girls Co-ordinator
vcampanile@eastlothian.gov.uk
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